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The kite has similar associations in the other regions
mentioned above,, and Mrs. Chadwick suggests some part
of China as the probable centre from which the kite and the
cult connected with it were diffused.
*A cult which has left so deep an impression on a wide
area of the globe may well have arisen in a great centre of
civilization., and in association with scientific studies. . . .
I think5 in fact, that we can watch to-day on the periphery
of a circle a ripple which was started in the heart of Asia
in the far past' (ibid., p. 489).
We have, then, in the kite, another example of an invention
which at the first glance might seem simple and universal,
but which on investigation proves to be neither. Since, as
we have seen., it was probably diffused from China, it must
have been invented by the Chinese, but it is difficult to
imagine how the invention could have been made. Mr.
Arthur Waley has suggested (Folk-Lore^ 1936, p. 402) that
it developed out of a kind of archery which was peculiar to
China.
*A great deal of early Chinese fowling was done not with
an ordinary bow and arrow, but with a dart, about five
inches long, shot from a specially constructed bow. To
the dart was attached a long string, which enabled the
fowler to draw towards him the prey which he had shot,
exactly as one draws in a kite. Surely kite-flying . . .
developed out of this kind of archery.'
One hesitates to disagree with Mr. Waley, especially on a
subject connected with China, but to this theory there seem
to me to be two serious objections. The first is that kite-
flying consists not in pulling a solid object in, but in starting
a flat object from the ground. The second is the religious

